
Sustainable Solutions: Spring Updates
from Kupenda

Dear friend,

In this month's newsletter, you'll learn more about what Kupenda is
doing to empower communities in sustainable ways. We are now holding
agricultural technique trainings for youth and parents affected by
disability not only to provide them with nutritious food, but also
empowerment and independence. These trainings will benefit children
like John, a young boy who was abandoned by his father and isolated
from his peers. Now, with Kupenda's support, John is an educated and
well-connected young man!

These sustainable solutions are fueled by supporters like you!

In love and gratitude,

Cynthia Bauer

Kupenda’s Founder and CEO

How Children Can Succeed
When Given a Chance

Learn how John's hard work,
intelligence, and support

from Kupenda transformed
him from an isolated boy to a
strong, educated young man!

Teaching Parents and
Youth Farming Techniques
Kupenda has begun facilitating

trainings on agricultural skills to
promote health, resilience, and
independence among families

impacted by disability.

 

How Kupenda is
Working Towards

Health for All
In honor of World Health
Day, Kupenda reflects on
how it has provided life-

saving resources to children
with disabilities and

contributed to
"health for all."

Addressing Human
Trafficking Among

Children with Disabilities

Read how Kupenda is
working to address the

heightened risk of trafficking
and exploitation for children

with disabilities.
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Thank you for your generosity!
Your gifts are saving lives!

· $10 provides a teacher with sign language or autism
training

· $20 secures a month of epilepsy or diabetes medicine for
a child

· $50 equips a local leader to counsel 16 families per
month

· $500 funds a support group for 30 parents

To help even more children access this care, consider
becoming a child sponsor or make a donation here.

Visit our Website
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